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With the rapid development of image processing technology, image recognition systems based on massive image data are being
developed and deployed. Te wrong decision regarding an image recognition system for security-sensitive systems can cause
serious problems such as personal accidents and property damage. Furthermore, adversarial attacks, which are security attacks
that cause malfunctions in image recognition systems by inserting adversarial noise, have emerged and evolved. Several studies
have been conducted to prevent adversarial attacks. However, existing mechanisms have low classifcation accuracy and low
detection accuracy for adversarial examples with small adversarial noise. Tis paper proposes an adversarial example detection
mechanism based on image feature extraction and a deep neural network (DNN) model. Te proposed system achieves versatility
and independence by detecting adversarial examples based on image features, such as edge noise and discrete cosine transform
(DCT) bias, which adversarial examples have in common. Te proposed system shows relatively higher detection accuracy than
existing mechanisms for various types and amounts of adversarial noise and diferent sharpness of adversarial examples because
the proposed system detects them depending on the characteristics of each type of adversarial example.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of image processing technology
and algorithms, many image recognition systems based on
massive image data are being developed and deployed [1].
Security-sensitive systems, such as autonomous vehicles [2]
and unattended surveillance [3], have also adopted image
recognition systems. Tese systems require high reliability
because the wrong decision in an image recognition system
can cause serious problems, such as personal accidents and
property damage. Tus, a proper method to avoid a security
attack that forces the system to make an incorrect decision is
necessary [4]. Image recognition systems can be categorized
into classifcation, object detection, and segmentation
models. Te classifcation model classifes the objects that
appear in the image. Te object detection model detects one
or more objects from an image. Te segmentation model
detects one or more objects and extracts the contours of

those objects. An adversarial attack is a security attack that
compels the classifcation model to make wrong decisions by
inserting adversarial noise that destroys the original object’s
characteristics. Recent adversarial attack methods have been
signifcantly improved to perform attacks with only a tiny,
invisible level of adversarial noise [5]. Terefore, the system
administrator cannot capture adversarial examples by
monitoring the input data of the system. Te lack of ade-
quate defending mechanisms against adversarial attacks can
cause signifcant problems, such accidents because of image
sensor-based autonomous driving [6], and property damage
because of the disabled intrusion detection systems [7].
Tus, a proper automated countermeasure to block adver-
sarial attacks is necessary.

Due to the characteristics of current adversarial
attacking methods that are hard to recognize with human
eyes, research has been conducted to automate the detection
of adversarial examples or make the classifcation model
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robust to adversarial examples [8]. Madry et al. [9] proposed
an adversarial noise reduction mechanism that neutralizes
adversarial noise by adopting image flters, such as Gaussian
flters. However, adopting image flters to neutralize
adversarial noise can also destroy the characteristics of the
original object. Tus, the classifcation accuracy decreases.
Shaham et al. [10] proposed a robust model mechanism that
makes the classifcation model resistant to adversarial ex-
amples by adding adversarial examples to the training
dataset of the classifcation model. Te robust model
mechanism has a higher adversarial example detection ac-
curacy and a smaller decrease in classifcation accuracy than
the adversarial noise reduction mechanism. However, the
robust model mechanism requires the generation of many
adversarial example data sets for each object class that the
model can classify. Tus, the robust model mechanism re-
quires more processing overhead during the model training
stage. Grosse et al. [11] proposed a statistics-based adver-
sarial example detection mechanism to avoid a decrease in
classifcation accuracy, a common problem with other
mechanisms. Te statistics-based adversarial example de-
tection mechanism detects adversarial examples by ana-
lyzing the diference in the distribution between normal
images and adversarial examples. However, the statistics-
based adversarial example detection model has a lower
detection accuracy than the other models. Tus, avoiding
adversarial attacks using only a statistics-based adversarial
example mechanism is not appropriate. In summary, a
countermeasure for current adversarial attacks should
achieve high detection accuracy and minimum classifcation
accuracy loss.

We propose a detection system that can detect adver-
sarial examples based on the image features that adversarial
examples have in common, such as edge noise and discrete
cosine transform (DCT) bias, regardless of which object class
the classifcation model can classify.Te adversarial example
includes adversarial noise, especially around edges, to de-
stroy the edge characteristics of the original objects. Tus,
the edge components extracted from adversarial examples
include noise around the contours. Te degree of edge noise
can vary depending on other image features, such as image
entropy, color composition, and many other features.
Terefore, we propose a detection system that includes an
image feature quantifcation module and a detection model
trained using the quantifed image features. Te proposed
system is versatile because it does not require any modif-
cation of the classifcation model, even if the object classes
that the classifcation model can classify are changed. Fur-
thermore, the proposed system can solve the problem of
decrease in classifcation accuracy because the classifcation
models before and after applying the system are precisely the
same.

Te remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces related works, such as those related to
the image classifcation model, adversarial attacks, and
avoidance of adversarial attacks. Section 3 explains the
theoretical background, training data, and training method
of the proposed system. Section 4 shows the feasibility of the
proposed system by evaluating its performance and

comparing it with other mechanisms, and Section 5 presents
the conclusions.

2. Related Work

2.1. Image Classifcation Model. Te convolutional neural
network (CNN) model comprises one input layer and an
output layer, one or more convolutional layers, max-pooling
layers, and fully connected layers (see Figure 1(a)).Te input
layer imports the image and conducts preprocessing, such as
image resizing and color channel conversion. Te convo-
lution layer extracts the edge features of the object using a
convolution flter (see Figure 1(b)) and saves weight for
each convolution flter. Te fully connected layer fattens
the convolutional and max-pooling layers’ output values
and uses them as input values. Te fully connected layer
trains the feature characteristics of each object using input
values.Te output layer makes the fnal decision of the input
image that includes the object. In general, the softmax
function is used as the activation function of the output
layer [12].

Te adversarial noise reduction mechanism requires the
modifcation of the input layer. Te classifcation model can
neutralize the adversarial noise of the input image by adding
an image flter to the input layer. However, the modifcation
of the input layer can destroy the original object’s charac-
teristics and cause a decrease in the classifcation accuracy.
Te robust model mechanism requires modifcations
throughout the classifcation model. Adding adversarial
examples to the training dataset changes the weight of the
layers. Tus, the robust model mechanism requires
retraining the model when the object class that the classi-
fcation model can classify has changed. Te proposed
system detects adversarial examples using the image features
of the input image. Tus, the proposed system is versatile
and does not require any modifcation of the classifcation
model. Tis characteristic means that the proposed system
does not modify any of the layers constituting the image
classifcation system. Tus, the proposed system can avoid a
decrease in classifcation accuracy and does not need to
retrain the classifcation model under any circumstances.

2.2. Adversarial Attacks. An adversarial attack is a security
attack that causes the classifcation model to make an in-
correct decision by inserting adversarial noise that destroys
the original object’s characteristics [9]. Adversarial attacks
can be classifed into white-box and black-box attacks. A
white-box attack [13] is an adversarial attack in which an
attacker attacks the classifcation model using the training
environment information, such as the training dataset and
hyper-parameters. Using a white-box attack, attackers can
attack the model with minimal modifcation of the parts that
signifcantly infuence the decision of the classifcation
model. Tus, adversarial examples generated for white-box
attacks are difcult to capture by monitoring the input
images. However, in the real world, white-box attacks do not
frequently occur because the training environment infor-
mation is generally not disclosed. A black-box attack [14] is
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an adversarial attack that attacks the model using input data
and the classifcation model’s decision without training the
environment information. Te Jacobian saliency map attack
(JSMA) [15] and fast gradient sign attack (FGSM) [16] are
black-box adversarial attacks. Te JSMA attack inserts
adversarial noise gradually and determines the point at
which the classifcation model’s decision changes. In this
way, the attacker can perform an attack with minimal
adversarial noise using a black-box attack.

Because of the characteristics of current black-box attack
methods, the system administrator cannot capture the
adversarial example by monitoring the input images.
Figure 2(a) shows an image classifed as “fox” based on the
classifcationmodel.Te diference between Figures 2(a) and
2(b) is challenging to see. However, the classifcation model
classifes Figure 2(b) as “cow,” which is entirely diferent
from “fox.” Figure 2(c) shows the diference between the
original image (Figure 2(a)) and the adversarial example
(Figure 2(b)). Figure 2(b) was generated by adding adver-
sarial noise (Figure 2(c)) multiplied by 0.01.

2.3. Existing Works. Adversarial attack block mechanisms
can be classifed into dependent mechanisms afected by the
classifcation model and independent mechanisms not af-
fected by the classifcation model (see Table 1). Te robust
model and the statistics-based detection model are depen-
dent mechanisms. Te adversarial noise reduction and the
proposed system are independent mechanisms.

Madry et al. [9] proposed an adversarial noise reduction
mechanism that neutralizes adversarial noise to compel a
classifcation model to make the correct decision for
adversarial examples. Te adversarial noise reduction
mechanism is versatile because the image flter can be used
for all input images and classifcation models. However, the
adversarial noise reduction mechanism has lower detection
accuracy than others and has a problem of decrease in
classifcation accuracy because the image flter can destroy
the original object’s characteristics. Zheng et al. [18] also
proposed an adversarial attack block mechanism that
neutralizes adversarial noise with input image modifcation.
Yuan et al. used a randomized transform function for
adversarial noise neutralization.

Shaham et al. [10] proposed a robust model mechanism
that makes the classifcation model resistant to adversarial
examples. Te robust model mechanism has a higher de-
tection accuracy and a smaller decrease in classifcation
accuracy than the adversarial noise reduction mechanism
because the robust model mechanism neutralizes only the
characteristics of trained adversarial examples. Te robust
model mechanism trains the characteristics of adversarial
examples by adding adversarial examples to the training
dataset. Tus, the robust model mechanism requires mod-
ifcation throughout the classifcation model, and the system
administrator should obtain sufcient adversarial examples
for each object class that the classifcation model can classify.
In addition, the problem of decrease in classifcation ac-
curacy remains because of the classifcation model modif-
cation. Zhou et al. [19] also proposed an adversarial attack
block mechanism that reinforces the image classifcation
model using adversarial examples. Zhou et al. proposed an
image classifcation model training method that can rapidly
train a robust model with a small image dataset.

Grosse et al. [11] proposed a statistics-based detection
model that detects whether the input image is adversarial
based on statistical characteristics. Statistics-based detection
can solve the classifcation accuracy decrease problem be-
cause it does not require any modifcation of the classif-
cation model. However, it is difcult to say that the statistics-
based detection model is entirely independent of the clas-
sifcation model because the detection is conducted by
comparing the statistical characteristics of the original im-
ages and the input image. Furthermore, the detection ac-
curacy is lower than that of the robust model mechanism,
especially for adversarial examples with small adversarial
noise. Tus, it is not appropriate to block adversarial attacks
using only a statistics-based detection mechanism.

Te proposed system detects adversarial examples based
on image features such as edge noise and DCT bias. Te
proposed system does not have the problem of decrease in
classifcation accuracy because it does not require any
modifcation of the classifcation model, such as that re-
quired by the statistics-based detection model. Furthermore,
the proposed system is entirely independent because it
detects adversarial examples based on image feature char-
acteristics that adversarial examples have in common,
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Figure 1: Convolutional neural network (CNN) model structure. (a) CNN model layer composition. (b) Convolution flter visualization.
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regardless of the object class that the classifcation model can
classify. Te low detection accuracy problem of the inde-
pendent models is solved by adopting a deep neural network
(DNN) as the detection method. Unlike the statistics-based
detection model that uses only one feature, the proposed
system uses various image features. In addition, the pro-
posed system can use a hidden correlation between image
features and adversarial examples by training the image
feature characteristics using the DNN model. Te DNN
model can represent the high-dimensional data with
encoded low-dimensional data using multilayer percep-
trons. In this process, the DNN model can fnd hidden
correlations that are hard to understand with traditional
statistical mechanisms such as regression and clustering.
Tus, the proposed system has a higher detection accuracy
than the existing independent detection model. Moreover,
the proposed system is versatile and independent. Te
performance of the proposed system is discussed in detail in
Section 4.

3. Proposed System

Te proposed system consists of an image feature extraction
module and a DNN model (see Figure 3). Te portion
plotted with a long dashed line represents the processing
fow of the model training stage.Te portion plotted with the
dashed-dotted line represents the processing fow of the
detection stage. During the training stage, the proposed
system receives an image dataset consisting of normal im-
ages and adversarial examples as a training dataset. Te
image feature extraction module extracts and quantifes

image features such as image entropy, variance, edge density,
edge noise, and DCT bias and reinforces the color com-
position from the image dataset. Te DNN model receives
the quantifed image features and trains the image feature
characteristics that adversarial examples have in common.

In the detection stage, the trained model judges the input
images as normal or adversarial examples. Te system ex-
tracts image features from the input image using the image
feature extraction module and sends quantifed image fea-
tures as the input of the DNN model. Te DNN model
judges whether the input images are adversarial examples or
not based on the trained characteristics of adversarial ex-
amples. Te input image is judged as an adversarial example
if the DNN model’s decision result is greater than 0.5, and it
is judged as the original image if the decision result is smaller
than 0.5.

3.1. Key Image Features. Te key feature of the proposed
system is the edge noise that is commonly observed in
adversarial examples. Figure 4 shows the edge extracted
using the same algorithm and parameters for the adversarial
example and original image. Figure 4(b) shows the visual-
ization of the edge extracted from the original image
(Figure 4(a)), and Figure 4(c) shows the visualization of the
edge extracted from the adversarial example. Te Canny
edge algorithm [20] was used to extract the edges from the
image. Te Canny edge algorithm is a method of extracting
an edge from an image based on a change in brightness. Te
Canny edge algorithm extracts the edge pixels by diferent
brightness changes between pixels and fnding value changes

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Example of an adversarial attack. (a) Te original image was classifed as “fox” [17]. (b) Te adversarial example was classifed as
“cow.” (c) Visualization of the diference between the original image and the adversarial example.

Table 1: Adversarial attack block mechanism comparison.

Adversarial noise
reduction [9]

Robust
model [10] Statistics-based detection [11] Proposed system

Adversarial example detection accuracy Low High Low High
Classifcation accuracy decrease High Low No No
Input image modifcation O X X X
Independence O X X O
Versatility O X O O
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rapidly. Tus, the threshold for a change in brightness must
be set as a parameter. In the proposed system, the brightness
change threshold thl, thu is automatically set based on the
median brightness of the image. Te brightness change
threshold is calculated using Equation (1), where m is the
median brightness value. Te edge of the adversarial ex-
ample appears irregularly broken, unlike the original image’s
edge, which appears as a continuous line similar to the
visible contours. In addition, the edge of the adversarial
example includes noises that are irrelevant to the visible
contours.

thl � max(0, (1 − σ)∗m),

thu � min(255, (1 + σ)∗m).
(1)

Te degree of edge noise may difer depending on the
density of the edge for each input image, image complexity,
sharpness, and many other image features. Terefore, to
detect adversarial examples accurately, it is necessary to
determine an appropriate edge noise criterion for each input
image by utilizing image characteristics other than edge

noise. In the training of the proposed model, the edge
component density, image sharpness, overall image dis-
persion, overall image entropy, and color composition ratio
were used as training data along with edge noise. Detailed
explanations and quantifcation methods for each image
characteristic are described in detail in Section 3.2.

3.2. Training Dataset. Table 2 lists the image feature attri-
butes used for training the adversarial example detection
model. Te independent variables are edge_noise, edge_-
density, dct_bias, variance, and entropy, and the dependent
variable is_adv. Te is_adv attribute indicates whether the
image is an adversarial example. Te dct_bias attribute has
the highest correlation of −0.8172, and the edge noise and
edge density have the correlations of 0.6974 and 0.5450,
respectively.Te edge_noise attribute is the ratio of the noise
to the edge pixels. Te edge_noise attribute represents the
degree of edge noise. As explained in Section 3.1, adversarial
examples contain more noise than normal images around
the contours. Te edge_density attribute is the ratio of edge
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Figure 3: Proposed system structure.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Edge noise visualization. (a) Sample image [17]. (b) Edge extraction from the original image. (c) Edge extraction from the
adversarial example.
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pixels to the total image pixels. Te degree of edge noise may
vary depending on the edge density. Tus, the edge_density
attribute was selected as an attribute for the training dataset.
Te dct_bias attribute represents the sharpness of the image.
Te bias of the DCTcoefcient was calculated using equation
(2) to quantify the sharpness of the image. w and h are the
width and height of the image, respectively. DCT(i, j) is the
DCTcoefcient of the pixel in the i th row and j th column.
Figure 5 shows the DCT coefcient (Figure 5(b)) of an
adversarial example with low sharpness (Figure 5(a)) and the
DCTcoefcient (Figure 5(d)) of an adversarial example with
high sharpness (Figure 5(c)). An adversarial example with a
higher sharpness shows a higher DCT coefcient bias. Te
variance attribute is the variance of the pixel brightness value
of the entire image, and the entropy attribute is the entropy
of the pixel brightness value of the entire image. Both the
variance and entropy attributes were used to quantify the
complexity of the image.
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(2)

Figure 6 shows the processing fow of the edge noise
attribute quantifcation. Te Canny edge extraction algo-
rithm and Gaussian flter were used to quantify the edge
noise attributes. Te fow is as follows: (a) Extract the edge
from the image using the Canny edge extraction algorithm,
and (b) apply a Gaussian flter. By applying a Gaussian flter,
the area between the normal edge contour and the edge noise
is merged. (c) Binarize the image by changing the pixel value
of the pixel with a brightness above the threshold to 255 and
the pixel value of the pixel that is not 0. In this case, the
threshold value is determined based on the kernel size of the
applied Gaussian flter. Te threshold th is calculated using
equation (3). Tis threshold is calculated based on the
Gaussian function, where A is a normalizing coefcient that
makes the sum of the flter elements equal to 1 and σ is the
sigma parameter for the Gaussian flter, which represents the
degree of blur. Te increased pixel rate of the binarized
image compared to that of the original extracted edge is used

as the value of the edge_noise attribute. Te increased pixel
rate was calculated by dividing the pixel increment after the
binarization step by the number of edge pixels. Figure 7
shows the edge noise of a normal image and an adversarial
example using the edge_noise extraction algorithm. Te
edge noise of the adversarial example (see Figure 7(b))
appeared to be stronger than that of the normal image (see
Figure 7(d)). Te edge_noise value of the adversarial ex-
ample (see Figure 7(a)) is 101.853, whereas that of the
normal image (see Figure 7(c)) is 56.327.

th � A · e
−2/σ2

. (3)

Te edge_density attribute is the ratio of the edge pixels
to the total image pixels. Te edge_density attribute is se-
lected because the degree of edge noise can vary depending
on the edge complexity. Te variance attribute is the vari-
ance of the pixel brightness value of the image. Te entropy
attribute is the entropy of the pixel brightness value of the
image. Te entropy attribute was calculated using the
Shannon algorithm [22]. Te Shannon entropy of the data
with a probability distribution P was calculated using
Equation (4). Te proposed model extracted image feature
attributes from 26,666 images, trained the detection model
with 18,666 data, and validated the model with 8,000 data.

H(P) � − 
x

P(x)log P(x). (4)

3.3. Model Training. Te correlation between each training
data attribute and the adversarial example was analyzed to
determine how each attribute afected the decision. Te
CfsSubsetEval algorithm provided by Weka [23], a data
analysis tool, was used to analyze the correlation between
each attribute and an adversarial example. Te attributes
showing a high degree of correlation with whether or not an
adversarial example was found difered depending on the
adversarial noise level of the adversarial example. In the
adversarial example with very small adversarial noise at the
level of ε< 0.02, the edge_noise and dct_bias characteristics
showed the highest correlation in the decision. In the
adversarial example with relatively large adversarial noise at
the level of ε> 0.05, the edge_noise, dct_bias, and entropy
characteristics showed the highest correlation with the de-
cision. Unlike adversarial examples with small adversarial
noise, edge noise attributes cannot be extracted normally on
adversarial examples with large adversarial noise because of
the noise. In other words, in an adversarial example with big

Table 2: Proposed system training dataset attributes.

Attribute Datatype Correlation Explanation
edge_noise Double 0.6974 Ratio of noise to the edge pixels
edge_density Double 0.5450 Ratio of edge pixels to the total pixels of image
dct_bias Double −0.8172 DCT bias of the image
color_composition Double (3) 0.1193 Percentage of each color channel (R, G, and B) of the image
Variance Double 0.2620 Image variance of the image
Entropy Double 0.1522 Image entropy of the image
is_adv Boolean Normal image/adversarial example
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adversarial noise, the dct_bias attribute acts as the main
characteristic for determining whether or not it is an
adversarial example, instead of the edge_noise characteristic.
Te entropy attribute acts as the comparison attribute for
sharpness instead of the dct_bias attribute.

Te proposed detection model is based on a DNN. Keras
[24], a machine-learning framework, was used to train the
proposed model. Te DNN model has adjustable hyper-
parameters, such as layer composition and optimization
functions, to achieve optimal performance. Table 3 compares
the performance of each model using various hyper-
parameters to fnd the model that performs detection op-
timally. All of the hidden layers contain one dropout layer
and one output layer, and the other layers are flled with a
dense layer.

Table 4 lists the hyperparameters of the model deter-
mined through the experiment in Table 3. Te proposed
model consists of fve hidden layers. Table 5 lists the types,
number of nodes, activation functions, and dropout rate

(only for the dropout layer) of each layer. Te hidden layers
consist of four weight layers and one dropout layer. Te
dropout layer prevents detection accuracy loss because of
overftting. Adam was used as the optimization function.
Adam optimizers have been widely used in DNN learning
recently. Adam performs optimization considering the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: DCTcoefcient bias comparison: (a) adversarial example with low sharpness; (b) DCTcoefcients of adversarial example with low
sharpness; (c) adversarial example with high sharpness [21]; (d) DCT coefcients of adversarial example with high sharpness.

(a) Canny edge
extraction

(b) Apply
Gaussian Filter

(c) Binarization

Figure 6: Edge noise quantifcation fow: original image [19]; (a) extract edge using Canny edge algorithm; (b) apply Gaussian flter to merge
real contour and noise; (c) binarize to get flled area between contour and noise.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Comparison of edge_noise extraction results in the adversarial example and normal image [19]. (a) Adversarial example. (b) Edge
noise visualization of an adversarial example. (c) Normal image. (d) Edge noise visualization of the normal image.

Table 3: Hyperparameters for model performance.

Optimizer # of hidden layers Loss Accuracy (%)

SGD
3 0.6843 52.94
5 0.1172 97.83
10 0.7012 52.68

Adagrad [25]
3 0.6816 53.28
5 0.0661 98.23
10 0.6844 61.06

Adam [26]
3 0.1185 97.20
5 0.0362 99.89
10 0.7144 47.32
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momentum that changes according to the gradient, unlike
the standard gradient descent (SGD) function, which per-
forms optimization with a fxed optimization rate. Adam can
avoid the problem of the optimization function deadlocking
or not fnding the lowest point. Binary cross-entropy was
used as the loss function.

Figure 8 shows a screen capture of the implementation of
the proposed system for detecting adversarial examples.
Figure 8(a) is an adversarial example used for the experi-
ment. Te image should be classifed as an airplane.
However, the image was classifed as a speedboat. Figure 8(b)
shows the detection results of the image. Although the input
image is an adversarial example with small adversarial noise
that is difcult to distinguish from a normal image, the
proposed system successfully detects the image as an
adversarial example. Incentive transaction record-based user
validation could drop the false alarm rate to a meaningful
level.

4. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we
implemented the proposed robust [7] and statistical de-
tection [8] models. Python3 was used to implement each of
them, and Keras, a machine learning framework, was used to
train the machine learning models. OpenCV [27], an image
processing library, was used to extract image features. Each
model used the CIFAR-10 dataset [14], an open dataset for
image classifcation, as a training and verifcation dataset.
Table 6 lists the system specifcations for the experiments.

We implemented the robust model, the statistics-based
detection model, and the proposed system to compare the
detection accuracy of each mechanism according to the
adversarial noise level of the adversarial example. Te
evaluation of performance was conducted with the FGSM
adversarial examples generated with ε values of 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.1. ε represents the degree of adversarial noise in an
adversarial example. Smaller ε value means that the
adversarial example is difcult to identify with the eye since
it includes only small adversarial noise. Te robust model
showed 88.12% detection accuracy for the adversarial ex-
amples generated with an adversarial noise level of ε� 0.01.

However, as the adversarial noise increased, the detection
accuracy decreased, and this model showed a detection
accuracy of 78.14% for the adversarial example generated
with an adversarial noise level of ε� 0.1. Tis can be inferred
because the robust model is resistant to adversarial examples
by adding adversarial examples to the training data. Adding
adversarial examples to the training dataset extends the
classifcation criteria of the image feature characteristics to
classify the image into a specifc image class. However, the
model cannot detect adversarial examples with large
adversarial noise even with the extended classifcation cri-
teria because the adversarial noise destroys the image feature
characteristics of the original image.

Te statistics-based detection model had a detection
accuracy of 76.88% for adversarial examples generated with
an adversarial noise level of ε� 0.1 (see Figure 9). However,
for the adversarial example with a smaller adversarial noise
of ε� 0.01, the detection accuracy dropped to 42.11%. Tis
can be inferred because the statistics-based detection model
detects adversarial examples based on image characteristics
that difer between normal images and adversarial examples.
Te statistics-based detection model can easily detect
adversarial examples with large adversarial noise because in
this case, the distribution characteristics between normal
images and adversarial examples are signifcantly diferent.
However, the adversarial example with a small adversarial
noise has a distribution similar to that of normal images.
Tus, the statistics-based detection model has a relatively
low detection accuracy for adversarial examples with small
adversarial noise.

Te proposed model has a detection accuracy of 99.51%
in an adversarial example with an adversarial noise level of
ε� 0.01. Furthermore, a detection accuracy of 99.91% was
also shown for low-level adversarial examples with an
adversarial noise level of ε� 0.1. Unlike the other two
mechanisms, the proposed model consistently showed a
high detection accuracy even when the adversarial noise
level changes. Tis can be inferred because the proposed
model considers the impact of various image features on the
detection result, unlike the other mechanisms.Te proposed
model uses entropy and DCT bias as key image feature
attributes to detect adversarial examples with large adver-
sarial noise. For adversarial examples with small adversarial
noise, the DCT bias and edge noise are used as key image
feature attributes. Because the proposed system can fexibly
choose the key image feature attribute according to the
characteristics of the input image, the detection model can
consistently detect various adversarial examples with high
accuracy. In addition, the detection model can fnd the
relation between image features and adversarial examples
that cannot be found by simple regression analysis using the
DNN model. Based on these characteristics, the proposed
model shows consistently higher detection accuracy than the
existing mechanisms.

Te proposed system can detect the original images as
adversarial examples. We calculate the false-positive rate of
the proposed system on adversarial examples with various ε
values (see Figure 10). On the adversarial examples with
ε= 0.1, the proposed system shows 0.04% of false-positive

Table 5: Hidden layer composition.

No. Type # of nodes Activation function/dropout rate
1 Dense 512 ELU
2 Dense 1024 ELU
3 Dropout — 0.1
4 Dense 512 ELU
5 Dense 1 Sigmoid

Table 4: Model training hyperparameters.

Parameter Value
# of hidden layers 5
Optimizer Adam
Initial learning rate 0.01
Loss function Binary cross-entropy
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Adversarial example detection using the proposed system. (a) Adversarial example used for the experiment [19]. (b) Detection
result of the adversarial example.

Table 6: System specifcation for the experiment.

CPU Intel core i7 2.8GHz quad-core
RAM 32GB DDR4
GPU Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti
VRAM 11GB GDDR5X

0.01 0.05 0.1

99.51 99.84 99.91
88.12 81.16 78.14
42.11 57.22 76.88
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Figure 9: Comparison of the performance of adversarial attack block mechanisms.
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Figure 10: Comparison of false-positive rate of adversarial attack block mechanisms.
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rate. However, in the adversarial examples with ε= 0.01, the
proposed system shows 0.88% of false-positive rate, which is
relatively higher. Tis result can be inferred because the
adversarial examples with a lower ε value has less distinct the
characteristics of the adversarial examples. However, since
the proposed system has an accuracy of 99.51%, which is
relatively higher than that of existing mechanisms, this level
of false-positive rate is understandable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism to quantify various
image features, such as edge noise and DCT bias, and detect
adversarial examples based on image features using the
DNN model. Te DNN model is trained to detect the image
feature characteristics that adversarial examples have in
common. Te detection model shows higher detection ac-
curacy than the existing mechanisms because the model
considers the impacts of various image features on the
detection result. Moreover, the proposed detection model is
completely independent of the classifcation model. Tus,
common problems of existing mechanisms, such as a de-
crease in classifcation accuracy and a high training cost
caused by the dependency of detection mechanisms, are
solved.

Te performance of the proposed model was evaluated
by comparing its detection accuracy with that of the robust
[7] and statistics-based detection [8] models. Te feasibility
of the proposed system was demonstrated by showing that
the proposed detection model consistently achieves high
accuracy for adversarial examples with various degrees of
noise and sharpness. In future work, we going to adopt the
proposed system to various image classifcation systems such
as ResNet and AlexNet and conduct a performance evalu-
ation for various adversarial example generating methods
such as PGD and L-BFGS to improve the performance of the
proposed system.
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